Driven to the edge of extinction by the pet trade due to their teddy-bear looks, the Javan slow loris has a deadly bite. Anna Nekaris uncovers the plight of the poisonous primate.
Until three years ago, many people would not have known what a slow loris was. A Dr Seuss character, perhaps? Or maybe a cocktail? But then a YouTube video of a pet loris being tickled turned a small, obscure nocturnal primate into a global celebrity. That clip has now been viewed millions of times. If you search online for ‘slow loris’, it is one of the top results.

Since then, a series of loris videos have gone viral, attracting an army of online fans. Most aren’t conservationists, though. They just want lorises as pets. But these cuddly creatures harbour a deadly secret. The five known species of slow loris are the planet’s only poisonous primates, with a bite so dangerous it can kill. And there’s no anti-venom.

When I first saw the video, I thought back to my many experiences of lorises in the field. There was the time my tough, machete-wielding Cambodian guide Mr Hao was nipped by a pygmy slow loris. The erstwhile fearless forester dropped the killer fluffball in panic and started sucking the poison from his wound, blood dripping to the ground. Maybe, I thought, if I found out more about loris venom I could use the information to deter would-be pet owners.

Last year, I travelled to Java to begin a three-year study into why slow lorises have venom. We already knew that they are able to produce it themselves, and last summer found that they supplement it with toxins absorbed from their food. But why do they even need venom?

The venom delivery system of lorises is wholly peculiar. Their upper arms each have a brachial gland that produces thick, brown, vile-smelling oil. This gloop appears harmless but, when mixed with the loris’s saliva, it can be lethal to small animals. Even humans have died from anaphylactic shock when bitten.
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Venomous mammals are only slightly more common than hens with teeth. Just six other species are known – the European mole and water shrew, the short-tailed shrew, the Cuban and Haitian solenodons and the duck-billed platypus. (A seventh species, the European hedgehog, is thought to possess venomous saliva.) All use their venom to subdue prey, except for the platypus, which exudes its poison from defensive spurs on its hind legs.

Since lorises tackle relatively large prey such as lizards, frogs and bats, venom could be an advantage. But observing them hunting at night would be difficult. So I headed to the Ciapus Primate Centre in western Java, the only sanctuary in Asia specialising in the care of slow lorises rescued from the pet trade.

I wanted to know if a loris bites to kill instantly – and my findings were startling. The Javan lorises I observed almost always decapitated their victims, ripping the heads off with gusto. I wasn’t convinced venom is necessary for an animal that possesses such powerful teeth and jaws.

A change of tack was needed. Local people often have unique insight into the behaviour of animals on their patch, especially dangerous ones, so I decided to ask them about loris venom. I visited the Kasipuhan, a tribe that lives within Gunung Halimun Salak National Park, and Mr Kokan told me that the loris is more dangerous than the leopard, and
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Mr Kokan explained that the loris is more dangerous than the leopard – it stops and stares, whereas the big cat runs away. It is more feared than any snake because there is no cure for its venom, and any grass touched by its toxic urine withers and dies. “But there is nothing more deadly than loris blood,” Mr Kokan told me. If a dog kills a loris and brings it to the village, the corpse could poison the entire water supply.

As I left the village my mind was buzzing, and I started musing about a problem facing the staff of the Ciapus Primate Centre. Many lorises taken into captivity suffer from severe head wounds that, if they heal, leave terrible scars. Ciapus vet report that a loris injured by another loris often develops festering necrosis. Could lorises perhaps, like pitvipers, have evolved venom for use against their own kind? It was an intriguing hypothesis.

Slow lorises have a complex system of overlapping home ranges. Though the norm is for an adult male and female to live together, their territory will be visited by lower-status males, and offspring of various ages may also be present. Lorises very vigorously defend territorial boundaries – I’ve seen vicious same-sex fights among males and females. Conflict usually breaks out during the mating season, when numerous males – sometimes as many as 10 – may compete for a single female. Rival suitors hurl each other out of trees, they bite, gouge, grapple and utter a wide variety of chattering and whistling calls. The combatants are invariably left with nasty scars.
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I decided to catch some lorises to examine their scars and fit them with radio transmitters, but discovered that it wasn’t going to be easy. Lorises have a knack of avoiding traps. I met an ex-hunter called Mr Ade who described how he used to collect lorises to sell on the black market. He would wake before dawn and watch as the sunlight filtered through stands of bamboo, picking out the furry forms of sleeping lorises. He often found several individuals dozing together. For each loris he supplied, traders paid him less than the price of a pack of cigarettes.

Mr Ade had stopped catching loris because of the suffering he could see in their faces when the middlemen ripped their teeth out with wire cutters. This horrore – but, sadly, widespread – practice prevents lorises destined for the pet trade from delivering their toxic bite. Mr Ade took me to farmland where he used to find his loris. I didn’t understand how he could locate them so easily. The Javan slow loris is one of the 25 most endangered primates in the world – since 2006 I had seen fewer than 30 of them in the wild. When we arrived, I observed several pairs of lorises perched on cliffs and chillies, and a sea of cabbages intersected by row after row of tea plants. Hardly prime loris habitat, you might think.
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But scattered through the fields were trees bearing fruits the lorises relish and flowers that they love – though to reach them, the primates would need to crawl over the ground or scale the pruned tea plants. Surely there couldn’t be many here? How wrong I was! In the next week I saw more than 50 Javan lorises. In two decades of studying the species I’d never found anywhere so magical, where one looked at you seemingly at every turn.

But if the lorises are so easy for me to find, then they also offer easy pickings for hunters. The trade in them is still rife. During my stay in Java the Yellow Page lists very few left my mind. When I visited animal markets, I expected that – due to changes in international law – I would see few lorises, or at least that they would be hidden away ‘under the counter’. Unfortunately not. I found dozens of them, from Borneo and Sumatra as well as Java, openly for sale. I even came across lorises for sale next to police cars and in front of coffee shops at upmarket malls in the cities of Jakarta and Bandung. Most of the animals were priced at around $25 – a far cry from the tip that the original captor of each poor animal received for this prize.

I don’t yet know why lorises are venomous, but I do know that if the illegal pet trade continues unchecked, I won’t have long to find out. My dream is that my research will help to convince people around the world that these gudin-like primates – all species of which are sadly endangered – are better off in the forest where they are native.

Endangered. Threats include deforestation and hunting for the pet and traditional medicine trades.

Anna Nekaris’s Java-based Little Fireface Project, which is working to conserve lorises.

http://www.littlefireface.org
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